Mechanical behavior of syntactic foams for deep sea thermally insulated pipeline.
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Abstract.

Ultra Deep offshore oil exploitation (down to 3000 meters depth) presents new challenges to offshore engineering and operating companies. Flow assurance and particularly the selection of insulation materials to be applied to pipe lines are of primary importance, and are the focus of much industry interest for deepwater applications. Polymeric and composite materials, particularly syntactic foams, are now widely used for this application, so the understanding of their behavior under extreme conditions is essential. These materials, applied as a thick coating (up to 10-15 cm), are subjected in service to:

- high hydrostatic compression (up to 30 MPa)
- severe thermal gradients (from 4°C at the outer surface to 150°C at the inner wall),

and to high bending and shear stresses during installation. Damageable behavior of syntactic foam under service conditions has been observed previously [1] and may strongly affect the long term reliability of the system (loss of thermal properties). This study is a part of a larger project aiming to model the in-service behavior of these structures. For this purpose it is important to identify the constituent mechanical properties correctly [2, 3]. A series of tests has been developed to address this point, which includes:

- hydrostatic compression
- shear loading using a modified Arcan fixture

This paper will describe the different test methods and present results obtained for different types of syntactic foams.

Introduction.

Syntactic foams are now widely used as passive thermal insulation material for deep sea pipeline and components (Figure 1). They are made by incorporating hollow glass microspheres (150µm > Ø > 10µm, wall thickness around 1.5 µm) in polymers (PU, PP, Epoxy …). Their composition confers good performance in terms of thermal insulation and hydrostatic compression (nominally \( 0.18 > k_{\text{w/(m.K)}} > 0.12 \) and max pressure > 30 MPa). They are applied using different manufacturing process including co extrusion, lateral extrusion, molding…. During the lifetime of the structure (installation, in service, …) high mechanical loading can be applied to the material and good
knowledge of the mechanical response of such materials is required in order to guarantee long term reliability of the insulated structures.

Uniaxial compression properties of syntactic foams have already been addressed by different authors [4,5]. In a recent experimental study [6] X ray microtomography has been used to visualize and describe the behavior of these materials during uniaxial loading and confined compression. However all these tests are polluted by edge effects, and a correct description of initial damage appears difficult. In order to model the behavior of the structure during its life time properly it is important to propose mechanical tests giving access to intrinsic properties of the material.

**Hydrostatic compression**

Very few methods are available to determine the hydrostatic compression behavior of materials and “in house” tests are generally used to provide information. The principle is generally to follow the displacement of the piston of a cylinder in which the sample to be tested is placed. The pressure/piston displacement curve can provide a collapse pressure identified by a change of slope of the curve.

In order to improve this characterization Ifremer has developed a specific method based on the direct measurement of the buoyancy of a sample during pressure increase (Figure 2).

This test has been developed for materials with density lower than 1000 kg/m$^3$ but can be adapted to materials with higher specific gravity. It is based on the use of a weight sensor (balance: load range 1N) which can operate under high hyperbaric pressure (up to 100 MPa).
In order to increase the sensitivity of the measurement the procedure consists of following the evolution of the buoyancy of both the sample and the steel ballast, and knowing the specific gravity of the material at atmospheric pressure it is possible to determine the specific gravity of the material versus the pressure. In addition, knowing the evolution of the density of water with pressure [7] it is possible to determine accurately, from the evolution of the buoyancy of the material, the evolution of the volume of the sample versus pressure and then to determine intrinsic parameters such as bulk modulus and collapse pressure.

A material sample, volume around 1 dm$^3$, is placed below the balance with steel ballast whose weight is calculated in order to give to the ensemble (sample + ballast) a small positive weight in water. All the system is placed in a hyperbaric tank and the pressure is increased by means of an electric pump.

Taking into account the accuracy of the system measurement and of the input data, the accuracy of results obtained for the evolution of buoyancy and bulk modulus can be evaluated: for a 1 dm$^3$ volume specimen, this is around 1%.

Water uptake of samples during the test can affect the results for bulk modulus. However, the duration of testing, about 1 hour, leads to very little water ingress. Nevertheless systematic weighing of the sample after the test gives an indication of the quantity of water absorbed during the test, to check that it is related to surface absorption only.

Typical curves from the tests are reported below (Figure 3).

![Figure 3: Hydrostatic compression behavior](image)

The curve of variation of volume versus pressure gives access to the intrinsic mechanical behavior of the material. The global behavior of the materials can be characterized by a first linear elastic response, where the bulk modulus of the material is identified (2.9 GPa), and the collapse pressure (95 MPa), called “crush pressure”.

A comparison has been made between two materials, Mat A and Mat B, having the same grade of spheres and two different matrix polymers: a rigid matrix (epoxy), Mat A and a soft matrix (PU), Mat B.

It can be noted (Figure 4a) that the initial bulk modulus of the two materials is comparable and that the crush pressure of the material with rigid matrix is significantly higher than for the material with the soft matrix (90 MPa compared to 50 MPa). Up to 80 % of the crush pressure the material with
the rigid matrix presents an apparent linear elastic behavior, in strong contrast to the material with the soft matrix which presents a non linear behavior from the beginning of the test. The hydrostatic compression behavior appears to be strongly governed by the nature of matrix.

A study has been made on a material (Mat C: epoxy matrix) at different temperatures (4°C, 50°C and 100 °C) (Figure 4b). This shows a strong influence of the temperature. It can be assumed that the temperature, in terms of micromechanical behavior, mainly affects the behavior of the matrix.

![Figure 4: Hydrostatic compression behavior](image)

Shear test

To complete the information provided by the hydrostatic compression test it is important to evaluate the shear behavior of the material. For this type of material different solutions have been envisaged: torsion tests on cylinders, Iosipescu test… In a first step, and taking into account the ease of sample preparation (difficulty to machine cylindrical samples) the Iosipescu test has been retained, and tests have been performed on materials A and B (Figure 5). Different material thicknesses (3 and 10 mm) have been tested. These tests provide an apparent shear modulus, but for the rigid matrix the failure appears to be sudden while for soft matrix the strain is too high to be able to reach the failure.

![Figure 5: Iosipescu shear test results](image)
version has been used recently, associated with image analysis, to characterize bonded joints [9]. Different geometries of samples have been investigated and finally 0.5*7.6*66 mm³ specimen bonded on aluminium support have been selected in order to minimize the effect due to the appearance of normal stress.

Non linear behavior of the material is shown (Figure 7). It can be noted that the response of the material can be observed right up to cracking initiation, noted around 120% strain for material B. The shear modulus obtained on material A (rigid matrix) is comparable (800 MPa) to the modulus obtained through the Iosipescu test whereas the results obtained on material B are significantly different.

Tests were performed at different loading rates on material B (Figure 8). High sensitivity to loading rate is highlighted, which reveals a viscoelastic/plastic behavior of the material.
Conclusions

Syntactic foams exhibit complex mechanical behavior (damageable - visco - elasto-plastic behavior) and their characterization needs a careful experimental approach in order to obtain valid data.

Two types of tests are proposed in this paper.

- Hydrostatic compression test. These are based on the measurement of apparent buoyancy during pressure increase, gives pertinent data allowing characterization of the material.
- Shear tests. For these, improvement of the methods is still necessary, but an adapted Arcan fixture appears to be very promising.

This experimental study will be completed by multi axial tests using a specific device allowing mechanical loading to be performed under hydrostatic compression loading [10], in order to cross-correlate the results obtained from the different test methods.
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